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BASIC OPERATION

- Go to Start or的选择

- Adachi dial

- Shutter button

- When CAMERAS/record (Shutter) is only available when this is displayed in the box (in this case, it is displayed in the box.)

- After selecting a camera, composing shot, and taking the attribute quiz, a question will appear on the screen. If Tamagotchi Character will roll over after about a second. As Tamagotchi Character will roll over after about a second.

VARYING SETTINGS AND THE BIRTH OF TAMAGOTCHI CHARACTER

- Language settings
- Setting the clock
- ENTERING YOUR BIRTHDAY
- Attribute Quiz
- THE BIRTH OF TAMAGOTCHI CHARACTER

- Select the correct answer.
- Select the correct answer.
- Select the correct answer.
- Select the correct answer.
- Select the correct answer.

THE BIRTH OF TAMAGOTCHI CHARACTER!
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**PHONE**
First, choose what you want to do, then confirm.

**SITTE**
You can save 10 SITTE POINTS in all. When the SITTE is burning, your character, the SITTE and HAPPY munity will not expgr.

**FOOD**
Order a FOOD or a SNACK of your choice, and after a while NADOT will bring it to you. When you are finished eating, you should call the kitchen.

**E-SHOP**
Select the food you want to order, and after a while NADOT will bring it to the Kitchen. When it is available, it will be stored in the E-SHOP box for you to purchase.

**AMBULANCE**
When receiving an AMBULANCE, your character might be called or it’s brought to the hospital.

**MEDICINE**
If your character gets sick, hurry and make it better! If your character decides to take the medicine in the bathroom, hurry, and make it better with MEDICINE. Select MEDICINE from the menu, and then select the character who needs treatment. Choose the medicine, and your character will take it. If your character doesn’t want to take it, you can try again.

**PLAYDATE**
Choose one first: VISIT or PROFILE. Go to your friend’s TAMAGOTCHI or NURSE box and select the one you want to visit.

**GIVE**
After deciding on the type of items you want to send, select them and the TAMAGOTCHI will be displayed in the box.

**RECEIVE**
When you select the box, the TAMAGOTCHI will be displayed on the screen, and you can select the item you want to give.

**GOO**
Select from the items in the TAMAGOTCHI box, and then select the character you want to give it to, and the TAMAGOTCHI will be displayed.

**PETTING MODE**
Look at the character you want to give the item to: the character’s name, and the item will be displayed in the box.

**LETT**
You can open the kitchen by selecting LEIF, and the TAMAGOTCHI will be displayed.

**GARDEN**
You can water the trees once a day when it rains in the GARDEN. Water them every day to keep the tree alive, and special events may happen when you water them. You might even grow a new or unusual tree! If you water it, it will grow bigger, and the character will get a plant as a gift.

**CUSTOMIZATION**
If you are not sure when every day will be, you can check in the box. You can also change the character’s face and choose your character as a gift to friends as gifts.

**LETTERS FROM FRIENDS MAY ARRIVE**
NAKOT will bring letters from friends.
SAYING GOODBYE

Make a Photo Album of Tamagotchi Character that is turning to Tamagotchi Planet!

1. After approximately four days pass after a character has reached the ADULT stage, it will return to Tamagotchi Planet. You’ll then prepare to say goodbye to Your character.
2. Create a Photo Album with Your character and say goodbye. If you lose less than three pictures stored in your Album, you cannot create a Photo Album and you cannot say goodbye to Your character.

HOW TO CREATE A PHOTO ALBUM

ITEM BOX > DECOR (P.45)

Refer to this section to add color to your Album. Once you add a color to your Album, you can select three pictures to remember your time with Your character. Select DECOR when prompted with ARE YOU SURE to design before the selected picture and check them. Select CONFIRM to create your Photo Album. Select GO BACK to change picture again.

Your character and his Photo Album return to Tamagotchi Planet, then choose the next EGG to send to you.

If you play a lot of mini-games in your CHARACTER ROOM, your character might become protected when you say goodbye.

*EVEN IF your EGG is infected by other players, you will not get a JUNK EGG when using the Photo Album. If you do not want to say goodbye, just take the Player from your EGG. If you do not want to say goodbye after selecting the Action, you will choose an EGG from EGG BOX > DECOR (P.45).

Choose what you want to change, then confirm.

BE CAREFUL!

If you select RESET ALL and confirm, all data will be erased and the game will return to its default settings.

No guarantees are made regarding deleted data.

If you continue to play for a long time and the batteries run out without KANDENSURI’s attention, your character may experience the following malfunctions. If this happens, insert new batteries and refer to the Replacing Batteries guide above.

*The sound gets very quiet.
*The sound levels or other malfunctions occur.

REPLACING BATTERIES

When the batteries run low, KANDENSURI will let you know. If you use the correct size battery, you will be able to insert anything. See the Birth of a Tamagotchi Character (P.23) and put in two new batteries.

CONTINUE can be chosen once again after saving the Tamagotchi Character you were raising.

TROUBLESHOOTING

Can’t Connect with Another Tamagotchi Pix Device

WHEN SENDING: If the screen is too dark, it will be hard to read the displayed TAMAGOTCHI Pix.

Change the brightness on the SETTINGS screen.

WHEN RECEIVING: Make sure the TAMAGOTCHI Pix is within the range box.

THE LCD screen is hard to see!

Adjust the screen’s brightness settings. (P.19)

I can’t hear any sound!

Go to SOUND and check that it is set on. (P.15)

THE SCREEN is completely black (or white), or there’s no sound, and the buttons won’t do anything!

The batteries may be running low. (The batteries may run out without KANDENSURI’s attention.) Refer to Insert Batteries (P.23) and replace the batteries.

My character won’t wake up! Or it won’t go to sleep!

Your character will wake up or go to sleep on its own at scheduled times. Check to make sure your time is set correctly. (P.26) Also, in p.m.m.m. is incorrectly set. Your character’s day and sleep cycle will be changed. (P.15)

I tried to download an item, but it said, YOU HAVE TOO MANY ITEMS!

You may only keep a certain amount of items. If you delete items from the various storage areas and free up room, you can download new items. (P.26)

PERSONAL DATA

1. As part of customer service management, the company Bandai UK Ltd. may need to access the personal data of users when they return a TAMAGOTCHI Pix order. As a result of this, users may receive communication from Bandai UK Ltd. with information about the Personal Data Protection Act (the "Act") and the Act’s regulations, which were approved by the Data Protection Commissioner’s Office. In addition, personal data may be transferred to overseas. Please refer to our Privacy Policy online (https://www.bandai.co.uk/privacy-policy).

2. With respect to the data shown in the Definition Register on your TAMAGOTCHI Pix, you can only use the data for the purpose of the TAMAGOTCHI Pix’s operation. If you do not consent to the use of this data, you may not use the TAMAGOTCHI Pix.

RESET BUTTON

The option received a strong shock or something else happened to it and now nothing works on the screen is not displaying correctly. Press the Reset Button.

*The reset will not erase any files or data on the device. After pressing the Reset Button, bring the batteries back up and turn them on again.

The RESET button is surrounded by the Reset option in the home screen menu.

When you press the Reset Button, you will see a screen with the options CONTINUE or RESET ALL. Select CONTINUE if the Reset button is incorrect and the screen will automatically return to normal. If you select RESET ALL, you will see a screen with the options CONTINUE or RESET ALL.

If you want to continue raising your current character, select CONTINUE and confirm. After that, you will return to the HOME screen and look for the option CONTINUE or RESET ALL. If you select RESET ALL and confirm, all data including your NICKNAME, ITEM BOX, TAMAGOTCHI PIX, SOUND setting, and the data will be erased. Although the sounds will be played and the game will return to its default setting.